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Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any five from the rest. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

  
  
Q1  Answer the following questions: (2 x 10) 

 a) Explain operations management in garment factory.  
 b) What are the strategies used for improving productivity?  
 c) What is mass customization?  
 d) Why is a master schedule prepared?  
 e) What are the factors affecting rate of working?  
 f) What is the daily estimated production where SAM of the garment is 20 

minutes and 20 operators line work 8 hours shift day; line works at 
average 60% efficiency; Operators get total 45 minutes for lunch and 
tea break. 

 

 g) What is garment CM cost and how is it calculated?  
 h) What are Push and Pull strategies in manufacturing? What is 

decoupling point? 
 

 i) Explain line balancing.   
 j) What is BOM and what are its uses?  
    

Q2 a) How is ideal plant location finalized through location analysis?  
 

(2) 

 b) What is plant layout? How is a line layout different from process layout? 
Explain it with an example and schematic diagram. 

(8) 

    
Q3 a) How is garment production capacity estimated? 

 

(5) 

 b) What is GSD? What are its benefits in garment manufacturing? (5) 
    

Q4 a) Briefly explain the concept of evolution of supply chain management. 

 

(5) 

 b) How is JIT different from Lean manufacturing? (5) 
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Q5 a) If No. of machines = 140, No. of Operators = 100, No. of Helpers = 24, 
No. of Checkers = 8, Duration of Work Shift = 460 minutes, Product 
Sewn = Men’s Shirt, SAM of the shirt (Sewing) = 14 minutes, Average 
daily Output = 2000 Shirts, Value of shirt produced per Unit = USD 6 

Calculate Total Labour Productivity, Sewing Operator Productivity and 
Value Productivity of sewing operatorinterms of volume of 
labour/machine inputs consumed per unit of output. 

 

(5) 

 b) Why is scheduling important? Explain the uses of various kinds of 
schedules. 

(5) 

    
Q6 a) A factory has 20 sewing lines and each line has 20 machines. Total 

working shift is 8 hours per day. If the factory is producing only one 

style of Shirt of SAM 25 minutes and use all the machines daily with 

production capacity at 50%, Calculate the total factory capacity in hours 

and pieces. 
 

(5) 

 b) What is work measurement and why is it used? (5) 
    

Q7  Explain lean production philosophy and the seven deadly wastes. (10) 
    
    

Q8  Write short answer on any TWO: (5 x 2) 
 a) Mass Production System  

 b) Method Study  

 c) Supply Chain Principles  

 d) Kanban  
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